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Meet Charley Paligimo, tall dark and handsome. At thirty-seven he still found himself single and looking for that perfect
woman, except as of late, he began to question his sexuality. He adored women, enjoyed their company yet his desires
ran deeper. As a teenager, he'd had one so-called forbidden experience with another guy. To this day, it was his most
fulfilling one. Charley was going to take a bold step. He wanted to experience what was once considered forbidden.
Charley wanted that forbidden kiss, the one that would change his life forever.
"The last thing Tamara expected was to be snatched away by a winged beast. This hadn’t been part of the brief. Was
this normal hunt behavior? Surely not. Tamara had a really bad feeling about this. Once the feeling settled in the pit of
her stomach, it wouldn’t let go."--Publisher description.
The clouds in front of him began to shade over, their airy inscriptions spelling out a message of welcome-or maybe a
warning-as the promise of land became clear. Eydis. As an accomplished Viking warrior, Sterlig Kyvansson always found
a way to get what he wanted-until he wanted Arja Freydottir. After Sterlig is denied the right to marry Arja, he is
determined to do anything in his power to claim her as his own-even if it means slaying the dragon that guards the cursed
island of Eydis. With his brother's sword at his side and Arja's hand on the line, Sterlig sets out for Eydis with his friends.
When they arrive, they quickly find that the rumors of Eydis are all true, including the irresistible beauty of the Princess of
Eydis, Brynja the Bride. With her blessing, Sterlig heads out into battle with the dragon. But near that battle's end, Sterlig
discovers the terrifying secret behind Eydis' power. Is it already too late, or can his discovery still make a difference?
Lord Branin of the dragshi, is more than just a man, but two beings—one a dragon, the other a human. The pair share one
body in space in time and are able to change forms with the other at will. From the time Branin's twinned soul, Llewlyn,
awoke, Branin knew the freedom of flight. However, being a shifter comes with a price. Branin and Llewlyn are the only
two of their kind who have not found their intended mates, despite millennia of waiting... and searching. The red-haired
firebrand, Broch of Ky'Port plans to fill that position in Branin's life—with or without his cooperation. For eons, he fears he
would never find a woman with her own dragon soul partner—until one day another's mind touched his.
As Ruben Wells kneels with a gun pointed at his head all he can do is reflect on the life he spoiled. What has led him
here? Was it his willingness to always try to do the right thing that has him staring at the barrel of a gun? Or was that he
was too much of a people pleaser having a hard time saying no that has led to him begging for his life? Every thing
begins and ends with a choice. The moment a choice is made it only takes a second for a life to change. Ruben made a
choice to initiate a relationship with the alluring Bianca Jones. She makes heads turn and every man's dream. She is
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beautiful as a gazelle, but as dangerous as a lioness, as she's unavailable due to being unhappily married with children.
Being married doesn't keep her from wanting to pursue Ruben as well as being pursued by him. Getting involved with
Bianca changes Ruben's life in ways he never could have imagined. Choices are a gift constantly given to everyone. The
choices made lead to different paths. We all have to choose this day what we're going to do with our own lives not
knowing what the end result will be. What kind of impact will Ruben's choices have on his life?
Forbidden Dragon
Reporters Derry Danaher and Amadee Beauchene fall in love while working at the Milwaukee Ledger when sorrowful
events change everything.
A Dragon Shifter NovelThere are secrets that the humans must never find out. Secrets that would bring about the demise
of the dragon species. The dragons have something that the humans want and would fight to get. Their weakness to
silver is the one area that humans have exploited in the past, almost bringing the dragon species to their knees. New
information has come to light proving that this affliction is an allergy. One that can potentially be beaten. Dr. Louise Parry
is a top specialist in her field. She is also kind and compassionate, someone the dragons can trust. She is tasked with
finding a cure. A job she does not take lightly. Thankfully, she has very little dealings with the bad-tempered king. There
is something about him that has her heart beating faster and a flame of awareness igniting inside her. She can't
understand why, since he's rude and abrasive.Granite wants a cure found. The sooner the better. He keeps a close eye
on the whole project and moreover, on the little human spearheading the whole thing. Trust is not something that comes
easily to him. If she thinks he'll allow himself to become blinded by her sweet demeanor and kissable lips, she's got
another thing coming. Touching the female is off limits. Against every rule in the book. It's strictly forbidden.The Story
Contains strong sexual themes/language and is not intended for readers under the age of 18.
Life is indeed a game that we all play to pass time; simply a series of days strung together, made up of how you planned
or decided to spend the moments. Like any game how well it is played or whether life's circumstances are interpreted
accurately, then used to the best advantage, makes losers and winners to varying degrees. Senseless insanity is alive
and well within the world. The world is awash with unruly forces, that if not intent upon harming you do desire to become
a destabilising force, either temporarily or over the long term. We are all participants in a charade, how life evolves and
turns out all depend on how well the game is played. It is not wise or ideal to treat life like a game of chance, a random
roll of the dice that can determine unpredictable outcomes. The cost of success is the careful application of well thought
out concepts and ideas. Like any game preparation is critical; understanding the rules, knowing how to manipulate the
dynamics at play efficiently to ones own advantage, understanding the intricacies of the rules and how to capitalise upon
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or create opportunities, pursuing whatever circumstances are present to maximise whatever potential exists to the best
advantage. The potential opportunities in life are only limited by the inability to firstly comprehend them and secondly to
fully utilise personal abilities to maximise the potential that is available. Don't wait for special times to evolve, rather
create them in accordance with your true desires to experience what you wish to make real. Much like any game, the
game of life has things that can be obtained, or things that can be lost. How the game is played, the value of the stakes,
the opposing factions all come to dictate an outcome, be that favourable or lacking any resemblance of being lucky. A life
lived based upon any reliance on luck or fate being favourable is tempting only to the over optimistic, or those extremely
lucky ones or who were fortunate in the past and believe that good fortune will continue in the future. While it takes
resources to control the world, the control of your own specific world environment is really within your potential to
achieve. How you choose to control your world, as well as to what extent your desires are put into action, determine
whether your life will meet your wishes or not. The amount of thought and energy you exhort, the persistence of that
effort, all comes to determine whether and to what degree what you want is what you actually get. In life you may win or
loose at times, it's basically just like playing a game; the right mentality is chancing the wheel of life by trusting and
ensuring you will win just the same.
Hidden in the forgotten tunnels beneath the castle of Thorilleia lies an ancient book written by a powerful wizard. Two
young men set out to find the book, which is said to contain a mysterious secret. Their journey takes them across rugged
mountains and through dense forests where they encounter dangerous creatures and strange cultures. When they reach
Thorilleia, they find themselves thrust into a pivotal role in a war between great kingdoms. Loaded with action and
unexpected twists, Dragon's Dust is not just a quest for riches and power; it's an adventure story where integrity,
determination, and courage prevail in dire circumstances.
This is the final installment of this bestselling dragon shifter series... Tide isn't interested in taking part in the hunt. He
doesn't like the concept. It isn't for him. One thing he does enjoy is the stag run. He plans on finding himself a tasty
human female to hole up with for the night. What he doesn't expect is to find her stranded on the side of the road. A
damsel in distress. Problem is, he's the dragon and not the knight in shining armor. Good thing the human female is
curvy and sweet and just what he had in mind. So, he'll play the knight. He'll bide his time, and then he'll pounce and
she'll love every minute.Cliffhanger-free with an HEA
A story about a young villager girl, Cherrie Bloom, the only child of an old forester, who goes into a forbidden land - the
Blood Forest - and gets captured by savage tribesmen known as the Asashins, who are famous for their mercilessness
and bloodthirstiness throughout the lands. But there in the camp she meets a kind young prince, swordsman Chao Lin,
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and falls in love... Though their happiness is short-timed - a war starts between the young princes and the chief, and
Chao and Cherrie get to be separated. Cherrie returns to her homeland, and soon forms a new family - she acquires a
husband and has a son. However, the young woman cannot forget about her lost beloved, and dreams to someday
reunite with him again... *NOTE* This story is written in a fantasy world, so no culture is directly involved. The Asashins
resemble East Asian people (Japanese and Chinese) by their culture and language, however, the tribe is created purely
out of fantasy.
"He Walks with Dragons" takes place when what was, what is, and what shall be were one in the same. Draig, a boy on
the verge of his manhood, is summoned to the majestic mountain by the Great Ones. There he finds out he is about to
transcend the ages and risk his life to prevent the destruction of mankind. Born into the naïve innocence of ancient man,
Draig lives a simple pastoral existence in a quiet, small village. But one day he is flung on a magical journey into a
forbidden new world. There, Draconos, a dragon, befriends the boy, training him in the art of warfare. From this day
forward, the young boy finds himself in awe at the wonders the world holds for him. Not only has Draig become a man,
but he is living like a dragon and learning their mystical powers. “From the time Man first crawled upon this earth…we
found him worthy to take his rightful place among the creatures that walk upon the earth. While hiding in the shadows, we
have protected him. We have nurtured him all these many ages. But now man grows in great numbers and makes war on
everything he sees.” And when the time comes, will Draig be willing to lay down his life for the sake of saving the
dragons? And when the dragons are gone, where will he go? He is no longer just a man.
In 33 Bits, a gold charm bracelet tangibly records the adventure, friendships, love, and disappointment experienced by a
young American woman during a life-changing journey to England.
A neat chaos, an illusion where the main puppets are these seven billion people who populate the Earth, secretly guided
by a small society named the Circle. This is Claire Baudin's world. The Baudins are one of the thirteen families that
create the Circle, having a word to say in the way that the economy, politics or any development on the globe works or
ever did. The Circle has always existed, like an image of God himself in the world; nobody knows how it started, not even
Claire; everything is uncertain, covered in mystery. And just like the Circle, the Baudins have given generations after
generations of men and women who have commanded over time the start of all the wars, the crisis, the historical periods.
Everything was and still is their creation and they have obeyed the Circle's rule. Until now. Claire is an independent,
twenty one year old girl who has just spread her wings and detached herself from her family, taking her sister with her
and moving to the mansion bought for her my her grandfather. She, unlike all her whole family, is not ready to embrace
the rules of her society. The way the world has been ruled without anyone knowing or approving it, the secrecy, the
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hunger which was placed in some parts of the globe, while others have been fed with gold, everything is repulsive for her;
but most of all, she hates the idea of being forced to marry someone from her group just so that the legacy could
continue its destiny only inside the Circle. She hates the thought of creating a marriage based on interests and not on
true love, a frequent thing among all the thirteen families. She is almost sure she is going to be an abstinent, this is the
only possibility she sees so she can get a part of the freedom she mostly desires. Until she meets Antoine. He is a
normal boy, hired by the Circle, who has the ambition of becoming a great doctor in attempt to find a cure for his ill
mother. She hasn't noticed him until one day when she decides to be nice to him for the secret purpose of defying the
Circle just a little bit more. But what will happen when he will intrude on her life and affect her judgment?
Greymalkin is not just the Queen's beloved cat, he is also her confidant and staunchest friend. In this story, Greymalkin
has an adventure without the Queen and has to deal with a perilous situation including a baby dragon.
'You have only one part of the Summoning Ring, ' said the dragon to Fianna. 'And neither the knowledge nor the strength
to use it even if it were complete.' Fianna is the only child of King Stannard and Queen Fiona, and has always expected
to become the next Keeper of the Dragon Throne. She exiles herself from court when her father decides to take a second
wife. Recalled to Secondus castle after Stannard's death, she has to contend with the split loyalties among the royal
knights. In desperation, she agrees to summon the dragons to support her claim to the throne. Their challenge sends her
to meet them in their Sacred Mountains. In the woods of the unicorn herd, the Prancer loses his milk-brother to an attack
by a dragon. He travels across the human kingdoms to seek the killer, discovering the complexities of human
relationships and the delights of ale along the way. They meet at the Sacred Mountains. And so begins a story of love,
friendship--and betrayal.
She emerged as innocent as any newborn. The party of starbursts and sparkles came to a standstill. In awe, millions of
heavenly beings paused. Shine Star, Princess of the Universe, was the most precious and rare of all creations. As an
expression of perfect happiness, thus was the king's daughter born. A magical love story unfolds in Vikrant Malhotra's
wondrous debut, The Stories of Goom'pa: Book One. Meet Goom'pa. He is a Poofy, a small furry creature who resides
on Earth in a place called Palidon, on the edge of the Miron National Forest. His world is a quiet one-until he spies Shine
Star, a glorious star in the sky and the daughter of Prime Ray, the king of the universe. Enchanted by her elegance,
Goom'pa knows he is willing to do anything to win the love of this celestial beauty. As the two meet and fall in love, Shine
Star's father worries about his only daughter. Exploiting that concern is the Star Lord, Rath, who wants nothing more than
to wrestle control of the universe away from Prime Ray. Will Goom'pa and Shine Star find a way to be together? Or will
Rath's evil plan doom them all?
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Dragon Shifter NovelTorrent took part in the much anticipated hunt. Luckily, he managed to secure himself a female.
Although the human was not his first choice, she'll do.A fertile female is a fertile female after all. An heir is what he needs
and an heir is what she'll give him. In return, she'll get to be queen of the water kingdom.What more could a female wish
for?Candy is hunted like an animal and won by an arrogant shifter who doesn't even want her. She doesn't care that he's
a king. So what if he's really good looking and that underneath all that bristling, alpha male is a sweet guy. Although
sweet is probably not the right description for the savage, water king.The only thing he's interested in, is mating her, so
that she can pop out lots of dragon shifter babies. Well, no thanks! She's not interested. As soon as she's able to get that
through his thick skull, she's out of there. Torrent promised her she could leave if things didn't work out between them
and she plans on holding him to his word.This book can be read as a standalone but would be best enjoyed as a part of
the series (Start with Chosen by the Vampire Kings). No cliffhanger! The story contains strong sexual & violent
themes/language and is not intended for readers under the age of 18.
WHO IS REALLY THE MONSTER? Nineteen year old Callan Sanclaire has cared for his mother, and helped her cope
with her illness, ever since his father was killed seven years ago. Except she does not have any ordinary illness... but a
curse which turns her into a werewolf at the night of the full moon. Since discovering her curse, Callan always feared a
visit from the mysterious company called Lycorp, a group of werewolf hunters who are determined to keep the world safe
from those suffering with the curse. When his mother is taken by Lycorp, Callan must find a way to infiltrate the company
from the inside. But first he must endure a gruelling job interview which will test his breaking point. The Wolf Trials might
be the death of him.
Our choices seal our fate. Hannah Reed is about to learn just how important one little decision can be. Hannah's plans
for a nice, quiet senior year of high school are rapidly disintegrating. It all starts when she innocently bursts in on Ethan
Flynn in the change room of the clothing store where she works. Ethan's presence in Hannah's world is subtle but
constant, and when he saves her life, they become linked by the workings of an ancient society and Ethan's sworn duty
to protect Hannah. Working together to figure out what destiny wants with Hannah, the two of them stumble on a baffling
mystery that leaves even Ethan questioning what is in store for her future. With Ethan's help, Hannah learns there is far
more to this life, to her life, than she ever realized. As they attempt to untangle Hannah's unique past and emerging
abilities, an unknown danger from Ethan's past looms ever closer. While racing to put together the pieces of the puzzle
before it's too late, Hannah wrestles with the idea that she is anything but average, and that perhaps she is also more to
Ethan than just a job. Hleo is the first book in the series with the same name. A story of destiny and how one decision
can change everything. When you buy a copy of Hleo, your one decision also has the ability to change the lives of others
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across the globe. $3.00CAD from every copy of Hleo purchased goes towards the amazing efforts of the Because I am a
Girl Education initiative. Fighting to bring literacy and safe learning resources to girls living in some of the poorest nations
in this world.
When Aislinn Amon's father disappears, her mother drags her from New York to Indiana where she is to attend a new
boarding school - Source High. At Source High, Aislinn finds herself in a whole other world than what she knew.
Everyone has something supernatural about them, including her. Soon, she finds that she's not the normal, rebel,
messed up teenage girl she thought she was. Her friends try to help her along the way when trouble comes knocking on
her door. People die, she finds herself falling in love with, something she swore she'd never do, and secrets start to form.
Can Aislinn cope with everything that's happening? Can she handle the life she's been forced to deal with? Or will she
crack under the heavy pressures laid upon her seventeen-year-old shoulders?
The Secret of the Dragon: The Revelation of the Sacred Papyruses, by Carl Cupper, is gentle enough for a child's
bedtime story, yet poignant enough to captivate the adult reader's imagination, as well. This partly-fiction-partly-real and
entertaining moralistic thriller will captivate the reader's attention and draw them into the midst of the action adventure
that brews in the in the mixture of history, religion, philosophy and sociology in the cauldron of life.
Yes you can understand the Bible! Discovering the Miracle of the Scarlet Thread in Every Book of the Bible takes the
mystery and confusion out of the Bible and makes God s Word come alive with new insights and a fresh excitement that
will have you searching for more. Dr. Richard Booker unveils the mysteries and secrets of the Bible by explaining its
master theme, and then reveals a simple plan so you can discover God s personal revelation for yourself. The author
provides Exciting biblical background, An interesting survey of each book in the Bible, Each book s master theme,
Practical principles, forms, and guidelines for your own life-enriching Bible study. The sometimes hard-to-understand
teachings of Jesus in their original culture and context come alive and become real through discovering the miracle of the
scarlet thread. Then Jesus began to explain everything which had been written in the Scriptures about Him.Jesus started
with the books of Moses and then He talked about what the prophets had written about Him (Luke 24:27 PEB). This book
about the Bible will change the way you think about His Word His life-changing and eternal Word.
When ancient gods ruled and Druids kept Faith alive, the Celts thrived as a democratic, matriarchal society. Then savage
Roman soldiers swept across Europe, killing and enslaving. The Celts did not succumb without a fight. Their Old Ways
survived centuries of ruthless domain until another menace loomed: a tortured god worshiped in cold stone buildings.
The sacred shores of Avalon began to drift away, the mists threatened to hide the island from mortal eyes forever.
Against the bleak backdrop of war, the gorgeous Scottish Highlands stood tall, sheltering its inhabitants from greedy
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invaders. Yet the reach of the eagle banners was long and the highlanders turned to the Goddess for protection.
However, the sacred groves felt silent and grim as Avalon faded away. Once sad, pealing bells began to sound strangely
comforting while the high walls of monasteries offered an alluring barrier from violence. Caught in the middle of this
centuries-old war, a young High Priestess might be Avalon's last chance. Wise beyond her years and powerful like no
other Priestess in her lifetime, Rowen had served the Goddess faithfully, forsaking her family and the company of her
soulmate. When the Lady of the Lake asks for another sacrifice, it might be one too many for her scarred heart. How
could she obey the Goddess without betraying Caddaric? Could she trust Eochaid, who embodied everything she
despised and hated? Would she be able to fulfill her duties without losing her soul? Caddaric had been Rowen's
companion in countless lives; but, now, they existed in different realms. Beautiful Rowen lived in the mortal world while
sweet Caddaric remained in the sacred isle of Avalon, watching over her. Could he step aside to allow another man - a
flesh and blood man - to become her protector? Eochaid had sworn to protect the Old Ways. The rude warrior never
quite understood his faith yet his loyal heart belonged to the Goddess. A gorgeous, fiery High Priestess was not in his
plans. He would risk his life to protect Rowen; but, would the Goddess safeguard his heart? Could he defend the
bewitching maiden from himself? When stakes were so high that a simple mistake could cost their very world, a
priestess, a Druid, and a warrior must learn to trust one another and the mysterious ways of the Goddess. Their success
would save Avalon. Their failure would tear the island from the human realm forever, condemning it to oblivion. Failure
was not an option. This is a standalone, historical/paranormal romance. Its mature themes - sexual violence, religion, and
pagan rituals - might not be appropriate for audiences under 18.
Everything you need to know to look after yourself to bring about and maintain perfect health, prosperity, wealth,
happiness, quality of life and longevity. It reveals that we are, without realising, not doing enough or the right things to
protect our health and prosperity which is equally extremely damaging to nature, wildlife, oceans, sea-life, fresh springs,
waterways and air, and us. The Book by Linde utilises new and ancient knowledge from around the world, over the
millennia identifying what changes we need to make to enhance every aspect of our lives with simple solutions for almost
every situation. It is your most powerful contribution to protecting, nurturing and saving our planet. In summary, 'THE
BOOK' Consists of Six Chapters which incorporates a summary within each one: Lifestyle; Food & Nutrition; Medical
Care; Mind; Water; and Now Live the final chapter which you can cast your eye over first as it is a synopsis of the
complete works. It is highly recommend to read from cover to cover but, it is packed with valuable information to just use
as a Reference Manual on a day to day basis. Teaches you how to look after your body and mind to ultimately prevent
illness, but also to help regain and maintain perfect health; Provides countless number of practical, realistic & simple tips
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to easily adopt into your day to day lifestyle improving quality of life, saving time & money and gaining longevity; Fuses
together specialised areas in health & mind, lifestyle & environment under one cover; Identifies our day to day toxic
exposures that we are unaware of and provides successful resolutions; Gives you complete fundamental knowledge and
awareness, to use your courage to take responsibility for your life enhancing your health, prosperity and happiness;
Provides you with ancient knowledge and practices to new, from science including quantum physics, to philosophy,
psychology, and important detail on nutrition, exercise, energies and medicine; Is very current, answering all the
conflicting hype about diets, the next super food or the bad effects of conventional drugs or sugar that are in the media
weekly, even daily; For more information please visit www.thebookbook.co.uk
Sy Middleton, a teenager living in Manhattan, enters a secret world when he is initiated into Earth-tribe and becomes a
Triber. In the Middle Realm, Tribers from Earth-, Fire-, Air- and Water-tribe train to enhance their powers and compete in
monthly Lunar Festivals. The Zodiac Council has protected the Lower and Middle Realms from the Darkforce for
thousands of years, but the balance of power has shifted, placing humanity at risk. The Darkforce has stolen the Book of
Dreams. Sy and his friend Joshua Ryderson embark on a quest to find it...
15 year old Hana has a crush on her 20 year old cousin Farook. However, he leaves to study medicine in Scotland. Her
parents force her to marry another cousin, twice her age, a fat abusive chauvinistic brute. Ten years later, she has no
children, and sinks into depression. Farook returns to Sanaa to set up an eye clinic next door. She attempts suicide with
sleeping pills, but Farook rushes over with his Indian nurse, with a gastric pump and rescues her. During follow up visits,
the embers of her teenage love are reignited, and she declares her love to Farook, who learns about Gihad's brutality.
She also confides stories about the involvement of her husband, and his brother Hamed, in arms sales, gang rapes and
murder for organ harvesting from female medical students. Farook is asked to inspect the body of one such student at
the university hospital morgue, and has to testify at the trial of the suspected Kenyan morgue attendant, who had
escaped from Nairobi accused of armed robbery there. Farook detects a scar below the lowest rib of Faten, typically
seen after nephrectomy. He is warned to keep his nose out of the case by police captain Tahhan, as well as by Gihad
and Hamed. He has to choose between heeding their advice and his medical conscience. Farook also suspects that the
gang rapes are committed against girls who are first made addicts of cocaine snorting, by some very prominent
untouchables from the national security apparatus, and the ruling family. His suspicions are strengthened when the
courageous defense lawyer of the Kenyan morgue technician is murdered, together with his wife and three children on a
dirt road. Farook's loses his nurse who has to seek an abortion in her native India because Gihad bullies her into sex and
gets her pregnant. As Farook begins to respond to Hana's solitude, and her advances, and begins to fall in love with her,
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obese hypertensive Gihad is hospitalised in the intensive care unit with massive brain hemorrhage. Hana and Farook
indulge in forbidden love. But because Gihad's millions are stashed in foreign banks, Hana realizes that she is in mortal
danger from Hamed, who feels entitled to the millions of his partner, Gihad, and who stands to inherit all, but only if Hana
is dead. She needs to escape from the Land of Sheba before Gihad's impending but unpredictable death. In that
patriarchal society, she can only hope to do so with help from a man like Farook, who is beginning to get to know many
people who might help the woman he now wants to marry, to fulfill her teenage fantasies.
Since the times of magic, Bob Conner's WWII fighter plane was as close as he could get to dancing among the clouds
and nestling in the shoulders of his mighty emerald dragon. It had been thousands of years since the magic was buried
deep within the Earth to protect it from mankind. Now the world has changed forever as it has been rediscovered, and
once again brought to the Earth's surface. Now that the magic has been released, it is up to those few elves and dwarfs
that have stayed behind to put things back. With the help of three special women and a small air force of vintage aircraft,
this courageous group battles the darkness and it is the light that ushers in a whole new age of enchantment.
Daegonlot: a floating island separated from the mainland of Darkenfel, and home to the last of the dragonriders. They
have settled in the city of Goldspine and allowed the rest of the world to forget them.
A RUNAWAY BRIDE Grace Marshall fled the church moments before her ceremony, leaving her twin sister buttoned into
the wedding dress. A risky move for a good reason, and now she has to deal with the fallout. She expects the town and
her family to be angry, but not this cowboy she just met. Who is he to judge? WITH SECRETS TO HIDE Horse trainer
Mike Torres Thompson fabricated new identities for his siblings in order to keep them together after their parents died.
Different location, different names, different lives. Once these last two kids are on their feet-and those feet moving out his
door, he can pursue his own dream of a ranch for abused horses. Then he meets Grace, and all his carefully-formed
plans run away like a mustang. Or a bride. Neither denies their physical attraction, but love? Can the runaway bride and
the responsible family man overcome their pasts and learn to trust? Will they be able to take a leap of faith toward a
future together? ---------------------------------------------- Author's note: While this is the second book in the series, it can be
read at any time as a stand alone. I hope you enjoy them all, in whatever order you read them. WHAT REVIEWERS ARE
SAYING ABOUT MEGAN'S BOOKS: THE WEDDING RESCUE, Love in Little Tree Book 1 4 Stars (at the Long and
Short Reviews site; 3 stars on Amazon), Long and Short Reviews The Wedding Rescue is a full bodied romance filled
with a lot of emotional layers. There's gentle humor, characters that are genuinely likeable, and a few that are not, with
good reason. It's a well told romance story that takes the time to explore all the nuances of ranch and community life and
shares with a reader all its charm and quirks. 4 Stars, Jeep Diva reviews a slow burn type of romance ... you need to
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read this one! STAND-IN MOM 4 1/2 Stars, Romantic Times Book Reviews a -charming romance- and -a runaway good
read.- 4 1/2 Books from Long and Short Reviews -rich in emotional detail- Voted Book of the Week at LASR Readers 4
Cups from Coffee Time Romance -This is a book you will be glad you took the time to read.- THE MARRIAGE
SOLUTION 4 Stars, Romantic Times Book Reviews -a sweet story of love and parenting.- MARRYING THE BOSS 2008
Romantic Times Reviewers Choice Nominee Best First Book
Dragon Shifter NovelBlaze has loved and lost before. He's been down that slippery path before and never wants to go
there again. Especially not with a human. It's a great pity that he has no choice. The problem is that he's the fire King,
ruler of all four kingdoms. Blaze is expected to have heirs, and the sooner the better. He'll have to take a human as his
mate, one that will bear his young, but he doesn't have to love her. Blaze plans on handling it like a business transaction.
No love, no emotion, no problem.This book can be read as a standalone but would be best enjoyed as a part of the
series (Start with Chosen by the Vampire Kings). No cliffhanger!The Story Contains strong sexual themes/language and
is not intended for readers under the age of 18.
What if ... You could save a rare species from extinction? What if you could travel through time, to any location at any point in history? What if
you could thwart the assassination attempt of a leader? Would you take the risk? In the fifth book of this compelling, metaphysical journey,
the Joy Council intervenes to prevent dragons from being lured to their deaths as the new dragon prince's life is endangered. A new world
must be created if the dragons have any chance of escaping a 900-year-old relentless tracker. But don't get too comfortable, because a plot
to kill Commander Ashtar results in the deportation of those who are not native residents of Earth. In this exhilarating otherworldly adventure,
readers will meet a myriad of interesting characters, travel through time and space, and experience a voyage unlike anything you can
imagine.
They claw at me in my sleep. My constant companions, haunting me at every turn. Their whispers shiver down my neck. Secrets that could
destroy my only chance at love. I was born with a curse. And now ... my curse could lead me to my death. Ronnie has spent her life hiding in
plain sight. Ridiculed as a child, she learned quickly not to trust anyone with the knowledge of her gift. Until one persistent spirit in need of
help won't take no for an answer. Embarking on a search for the ghost's brother, she's forced to open up to friendship and love.
Unfortunately, she is exposed to grave danger in the process. Will she be able to stop a madman in time, or will she become his next victim?
After suffering unimaginable loss, Brad takes a nosedive into the bottom of a bottle. Reckless and out of control, he's in danger of skidding
into oblivion until a brush with a stranger inspires him to drag himself out of his hell hole. In a stroke of luck, he gets closer to his dark,
beautiful stranger than he could've imagined. But the forces that drew them together are also threatening to pull them apart. Dark secrets lay
buried, waiting to snuff out his happiness. Will he be able to save her in time? *WARNING: this book is intended for mature audiences due to
adult themes and situations. *
For decades, traditional medicine had very little to offer for individuals suffering from multiple sclerosis and other autoimmune diseases.
Today, medical science has brought us wave upon wave of immunomodulatory medications to try to slow disease progression. Unfortunately,
these medications come with their own health- and life-threatening side effects. And sometimes, they just stop working. “Fighting the Dragon:
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How I Beat Multiple Sclerosis” is the story of one woman's thirty year battle with multiple sclerosis and what she did to reclaim her life when
she realized she would need an assisted living facility within a few years. The book contains detailed descriptions of what worked and what
did not, where she got the help she needed (and how the reader can locate these resources within his/her own community), and the logic
behind the non-conventional therapies. “Fighting the Dragon” is a narrative of courage—courage driven by desperation, a story written by a
patient who decided, when her neurologist told her, “You will never walk normally again,” that she would dance. "Fighting the Dragon" is also
a book the MS patient can take to his/her physician . . . it contains well-researched, easy-to-follow guidelines for what to do and how. The
information is also applicable to a wide range of other autoimmune conditions, cancers, and AIDS. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Excerpt: . . . if your
car kept breaking down and the mechanic you took it to kept doing the same thing to fix it—but it did not stay fixed, you would question the
mechanic's competence. Maybe the mechanic pulled out a technical manual. “See. I fixed it exactly as the manual said. This is the industryapproved way to solve this problem.” When the car broke down again a week later, would you be satisfied? Probably not. You might decide it
is time to replace the car. But that might be too expensive. So, what to do? If you were smart, you would probably try to find a new mechanic.
You might ask your friends who they would recommend. You might search on the Internet to see if other people had the same experience
with their cars . . . and what caused the problem. You might telephone some repair shops to get some idea of what they thought the problem
might be. If you found a new mechanic and that mechanic looked over the car and said, “I have a solution that is not in any industryapproved repair manuals, but it is safe and it works,”—would you walk away and go back to the first mechanic who never got it right? Why is
your health worth any less than your car?
Every hundred years, tradition dictates that all eligible females in Sweetwater assemble for the choosing ceremony. Two vampire kings have
separate territories within the surrounding countryside. Both are eager to pick their future brides. What a waste of her freaking time. Tanya is
among the many women at the choosing ceremony. As far as she's concerned it's an outdated, sexist event and if it wasn't mandatory she so
wouldn't be here. It's not important that the two males are ridiculously rich and handsome. Deep down she knows a plain Jane like her will
never be picked by one of the kings anyway. Many of the women in the town square are stunningly beautiful and model thin. Most seem
enthusiastic about being a queen even if it means being mated to a blood sucker, which suits her just fine. Imagine her surprise though when
King Brant sets his sights firmly on her. Once a vampire king has decided, there's no going back. But her home is in Sweetwater. Being
forced to live amongst the vampire species...big gulp...forced to mate with a vampire...is not what she had in mind for herself. Maybe she can
convince him to let her go, to pick again. If not, she'll have to find a way to escape his - very muscled and rather delicious - clutches.
A colorful celebration of life! - "Let it bloom.. and see what joys may come". Joyful welcome or fond farewell.. sweet declaration or deep
dedication. The rose has a way of uplifting the spirit and touching the heart. Remember the rosebush in the yard, the rosebuds at dawn.. the
full blooms in the bouquet.. the petals on the pathway.. The many radiant colors from pure white to deep red, radiate with love and friendship,
making magical connections that last forever.
All old cities have their secrets. Early morning, August 1882. Inspector Aloysius Allaway is awoken and brought into the investigation of a
strangely dressed young woman found in King's Chapel Graveyard while one hundred and twenty-eight years later rookie Detective Shiloh
Amsel finds a mummified human heart. Two different crimes, connected by Echo Cross, Boston's most closely kept secret. A hidden
neighborhood, refuge of fae and supernatural beings, becomes the center of a conspiracy linking both detectives to a dark world of cults,
conspiracy, and curious rifts in time.
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Kyra St. Croix is a strong, feisty, independent woman who is not afraid to tell speak her mind. An incredibly powerful white witch born of the
High Priestess and a human father, she hasn't let a little thing like lack of height stop her from having the life she knows she deserves. Early
on she learned to use all she was given to achieve her goals and twenty-five years ago, turned her back on her birthright hoping that one day
Destiny would bring her the love she was promised. Her belief that she will doing anything for that love is stretched to the breaking point when
the One she waited for will not accept who she is and can only see what she is. Now, the Hope she has always clung to may be Kyra's worst
enemy. There Are No Coincidences... Royce O'Reilly is the oldest and most respected member of the MacLendon Force. Since joining the
Golden Fire Clan, he has been proud to watch all whom he calls brethren become fierce warriors, ever faithful to eradicating those that would
destroy all they hold dear. His life has been dedicated to the training and guidance of the younger Guardsmen, one of his proudest
accomplishments. One hundred and fifty-six years of life have given him immeasurable joy and now that three of his brethren have found and
mated the One the Universe made for them, hope has been restored not only to the honorable Guardsman but also to dragon kin.
Unfortunately, Royce is learning that Hope can be fickle and the Universe has a sick sense of humor, especially when they have made his
Destiny in the form of a five-foot two-inch bundle of powerful Earth witch named Kyra St. Croix. The Universe Does Not Make Mistakes... Two
souls...destined for a Great Love decreed by Fate. But Fate has Her hands full with this couple and if that wasn't enough, the traitor has an
army ready to destroy all they both hold dear. Can Royce forget the past and believe in the future? Can Kyra forgive a betrayal that cuts deep
and believe Love will always find a way? Can they defeat an evil with no conscience, only the desire for vengeance? The Universe, the
Goddess and Fate have their work cut out for them if Kyra is to know the love of her dragon. Fate Will Not Be Denied...
Matt Johnson had a life he was happy enough with. Could he learn to be happy with his death as well? This zombie story is written from his
point of view-- from normal, every-day security guard, to brain-eating, mindless zombie.
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